
Trautwein award-winning at the „GOLDEN WAVE 2013“
Every two years, the magazine “Swimming pool & Sauna”, Europe’s biggest Pool & Spa
magazine, awards groundbreaking developments with the “GOLDEN WAVE”. This
innovation prize particularly emphasises the practical benefit of the products awarded and
the potential for innovations of the manufacturer.

The chief attraction of this innovation is the form of the tub which has been conceived
according to the Chinese symbol YIN and YANG – two bathing moulds are completely
deep-drawn out of one piece. Each bather is lying in her/his own bathing water. This is
especially comfortable for couples, but also for example for friends or mother and daughter.
While enjoying the common bathing experience, the temperature, bathing additives and the
colour light can be chosen individually.

Worldwide unique, three ways of relaxation can be combined there:

Top-class underwater massage:
60 Hydroxeur® nozzles in each tub provide a top-class underwater massage. The air is
injected micro-finely into the water; the result is an unbelievable champagne effect. The
therapeutic effect is equally unbeatable.

Colour light in all rainbow colours:
Integrated high-performance diode spotlights colour the water in such a manner that
alternating and vitalising rainbow colours are created. This does not only put you in a good
mood, but it also has a stimulating effect on healing processes in the body. The spotlights
are incorporated hygienically smooth and seamless in the tub body.

Tingly sound wave massage:
As a third kind of relaxation, a tingly sound wave massage can be enjoyed. In this case, the
tub itself is the sounding body – you are virtually bathing in the loudspeaker. Connected
with a music source, the tub body transmits the vibrations onto the water and thus provides
an excellent sound quality. The bathers can sense the music in each fibre of their body.
Trautwein delivers most various types of Hydrotherapy and Wellness tubs into more than
80 countries worldwide to hotels, SPAs and private customers.
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